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RynohLive, a financial security and fraud prevention software, announced integrations with EClosing and Close
IT Plus.
RynohLive names new team member
EClosing, a webbased closing and title processing software, allows users to manage all aspects of the closing
process from order entry to discharge tracking. It is used nationwide to handle both residential and commercial
real estate closings and is seeing more growth as agents work to keep up with industry standards. EClosing
users will be to use and RynohLive’s features.
“We are very happy to announce the completion of our integration with RynohLive,” EClosing Vice President of
Sales and Marketing Marc Hall said in a press release. “The partnership between EClosing and Rynoh provides
our clients with a seamless solution for managing their escrow/IOLTA accounts and will ensure our clients are
compliant with industry standards.”
Close IT Plus enables users to expedite, simplify and automate their workflow with a variety of features.
“Just as Rynoh was created by title agents, for title agents, Close IT Plus was developed by real estate
practitioners, for real estate practitioners,” RynohLive CEO and Founder Dick Reass said. “We know what our
industry needs. Our clients rest easier knowing that RynohLive is protecting them and we’re delighting to provide
Close IT Plus and their clients with that same piece of mind.”
RynohLive adds to sales and marketing team
In other RynohLive news, Alan Shumate was appointed president of sales and marketing for the Northeast
Region. Previously he spent 15 years in the real estate industry with a broad range of experience in loan
origination, secondary markets, loss mitigating, release tracking and title insurance.
“Alan’s experience in these different faucets of our industry certainly gives him a greater advantage in
understanding the market as a whole,” Reass said. “We’re excited to welcome him to our growing team.”
“Moving into a role in the fraud prevention and cybersecurity feels like a natural evolution,” Shumate said. “I’m
proud to be part of such a great team.”
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